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a b s t r a c t

Hadrontherapy treatments use charged particles (e.g. protons and carbon ions) to treat tumors. During a
therapeutic treatment with carbon ions, the beam undergoes nuclear fragmentation processes giving
rise to significant yields of secondary charged particles. An accurate prediction of these production rates
is necessary to estimate precisely the dose deposited into the tumours and the surrounding healthy
tissues. Nowadays, a limited set of double differential carbon fragmentation cross-section is available.
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Experimental data are necessary to benchmark Monte Carlo simulations for their use in hadrontherapy.
The purpose of the FIRST experiment is to study nuclear fragmentation processes of ions with kinetic
energy in the range from 100 to 1000 MeV/u. Tracks are reconstructed using information from a pixel
silicon detector based on the CMOS technology. The performances achieved using this device for
hadrontherapy purpose are discussed. For each reconstruction step (clustering, tracking and vertexing),
different methods are implemented. The algorithm performances and the accuracy on reconstructed
observables are evaluated on the basis of simulated and experimental data.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The use of charged hadrons in cancer therapy was first con-
sidered by Wilson [1] and is motivated by the highly localised dose
distribution that these particles provide at the end of their range i.e.
the Bragg peak. Charged particles heavier than protons (i.e. 12C)
have additional advantages like the reduced lateral scattering
and the increased relative biological effectiveness (RBE) at the end
of their range, making them well-suited for the treatment of
tumours resistant to photon radiation. However, as carbon nuclei
penetrate the human tissues, they undergo inelastic nuclear reac-
tions leading to the production of secondary fragments lighter than
primary ions. Such fragments have different ranges and angular
distributions with respect to carbons and they contribute to the
dose distribution inside and outside the tumour [2]. Therefore
accurate fragmentation studies are needed to estimate the biologi-
cal dose [3].

Treatment planning system is currently based on deterministic
codes [4,5] which are relatively fast. Nevertheless, analytical calcu-
lations are often benchmarked against Monte-Carlo simulations
in order to test and improve their accuracy [6,7]. In the past,
several measurements of fragment yields and total cross-section
were made [8–10]. The comparison between nuclear reaction
model predictions and experimental data has shown a discrepancy
up to an order of magnitude for double-differential quantities
(DDCS) with respect to kinetic energy and scattering polar
angle [7,11,12]. These results suggest the need to improve the
Monte-Carlo simulation for their application in hadrontherapy.
However, a limited set of experimental data is available in the
literature. In this framework, the FIRST (Fragmentation of Ions
Relevant for Space and Therapy) experiment aims to measure DDCS
for light ions in the kinetic energy range between 100 and
1000 MeV/u [13–17].

The trajectory of the charged particles emerging from the target
is measured by the Vertex detector. This device is composed of four
planes of MIMOSA26 (M26) [18] sensors, separated by 2 mm, with a
distance of 6 mm between the first plane and the target center. The
M26 sensor has a sensitive area of 10.6 mmÂ20.2 mm and the
active part consists of 576 lines and 1152 columns of pixels with a
pitch of 18:4 μm. The output is binary: the pixel is considered fired
when the charge deposited is higher than a given threshold. The
spatial resolution of such device for minimum ionizing particles
(MIP) is better than 4 μm [18].

Originally designed to detect the MIPs, M26 sensor is used,
in FIRST experiment, to track high ionizing particles. In this work
we discuss the performances achieved using this device for
hadrontherapy purpose. A set of dedicated reconstruction methods
is developed in order to retrieve the particle impact positions on
each sensor, the particle trajectories and the fragmentation points.
The aim of this paper is to evaluate the performances of these
algorithms and the accuracy achieved on the reconstructed
observables.

Reconstruction algorithms for clustering, tracking and vertex-
ing are presented in the next section. In Section 3 algorithm
performances are evaluated and a comparison between simulated
and experimental data is made.

2. Reconstruction software

The reconstruction algorithms for the Vertex detector are imple-
mented in the framework of FIRST software [19] and based on Root
libraries [20]. The code is organized in modules corresponding to
each reconstruction step to maximize the flexibility in using the
different algorithms.

The vertex sub-package can read back raw data files as well as
the output of the simulation. The reconstruction software chain is
organized in three steps: first, the fired pixels are gathered to
identify clusters on each plane (clustering); aligned clusters on
different planes are searched to build a track (tracking) and, finally,
reconstructed tracks are used to estimate the vertex position
(vertexing). For each reconstruction step at least two algorithms
were implemented.

2.1. Clustering

The energy deposited by an ionizing particle impinging a M26
sensor produces charge carriers that are collected by a number of
adjacent pixels. The clustering procedure aims to find out fired
pixels (hits) originated by a single particle. Each pixel is identified
by a line and a column number.

Two clustering algorithms were implemented using two differ-
ent approaches, both based on the first neighbour search. Two
pixels are called first neighbours if they are contiguous in line or
column i.e. if their line (column) number is the same and the
difference between their column (line) number is equal to one. For
both algorithms, fired pixels are organised in a list.

The first algorithm performs the first neighbour search in an
iterative way. To build a cluster a pixel of the list is selected. A
procedure checks if its first neighbours are fired and if it happens
these pixels are added to the current cluster. Subsequently, each of
them is used as a starting point for the next first neighbour search.
The procedure for a single cluster stops when no more first
neighbours are found. Pixels from the list not belonging to any
cluster are used as starting point to build a new cluster.

In the second method, fired pixels are sorted first by lines and
then by columns. Each line is scanned, and the first neighbour
search is performed for each fired pixel.

2.2. Tracking

To reconstruct a track, information about the cluster positions
on each sensor is needed. A sequence of at least three aligned
clusters (three out of four planes of the Vertex detector) is required
to build a track. Three different methods were implemented: two
of them are called local procedures and the last one is based on the
Hough transform [21].

2.2.1. Local method with BM (TrackingBM)
TrackingBM needs the position of the impinging particle at the

target level to start the track reconstruction. This information is
provided by the Beam Monitoring (BM) of the FIRST experiment.
Located upstream the target, the BM is a drift chamber filled by an
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Ar–CO2 80–20% gas mixture. This detector provides the beam
trajectory and the ion impinging point on the target with a spatial
resolution of about 140 μm [16].

The beam track reconstructed in the BM is projected to the center
of the target. A road is defined by a straight line connecting the
projected point and the cluster of the last plane (farthest from the
target). The intersection of the road with the next plane is computed
and the algorithm looks for a cluster close to the projected road
within a given tolerance (adjustable parameter depending on the
azimuthal angle of the track). In this case, the cluster is added to the
track and the track parameters (slopes and offsets) are computed by
fitting the cluster coordinates (i.e. center of gravity of the pixels) with
a 3D line in space. If no cluster is found the track is extrapolated to
the next plane. The single track reconstruction stops when the more
upstream plane is reached. Subsequently, a new cluster of the last
plane is considered to build a new track.

The whole procedure stops when no cluster on the last plane
is left.

2.2.2. Local method (TrackingL)
This method is based on a combinatorial procedure. The

algorithm starts searching for all possible combinations between
the clusters of the last plane and the previous plane building the
so-called micro-tracks. In the next step, each of these micro-tracks
is extrapolated to the following plane, looking for clusters that
may be a good candidate to belong to the track. From this point on,
the algorithm works in the same way as described before.

At the energies used in FIRST experiment, clusters from protons
are composed, on average, by 4 pixels. Heavier particles usually
produce larger clusters [22]. A noisy cluster is usually a single
pixel. Since a combinatorial procedure is applied, the use of noisy
cluster to build a track is more likely. In order to minimize the
number of fake tracks (i.e. tracks built using noisy clusters), only
clusters having more than one pixel are considered.

2.2.3. Hough transform (TrackingH)
The classical 2D Hough transform can be used for tracking

because of its straight lines detection abilities. A straight line
parameterized as y¼mxþb in a Cartesian space (X,Y) corresponds
to a point in the Hough parameter space (m; b) while a point in the
Cartesian space is associated to a straight line in the Hough space.
Then a sequence of aligned clusters in a Cartesian space appears in
the Hough space as a set of lines having a common intersection
point. The tracking is performed in the Hough parameter space,
searching for all intersection points. Each point is found minimiz-
ing the distance between tracks, using parameters tuned for the
FIRST geometry. To save computing time, the 2D Hough transform
is applied independently in the (X,Z) projection and in (Y,Z)
projection, Z being the beam axis.

2.3. Vertexing

The vertex is defined as the common position from where two
or more tracks are generated. To locate this point, two different
algorithms were implemented, both based on a minimization
criterion: in the first procedure a variable that quantifies the
distance between tracks is minimized (Impact Parameter
Approach); in the second one the probability to find two or more
tracks in the same point is maximized (Probability Distribution
Approach).

2.3.1. Impact parameter approach
This method aims to identify the point where the closest

approach of tracks to the vertex occurs. The vertex location is
identified by three coordinates. To find the vertex coordinate

longitudinal to the beam (Z direction), planes of the target volume
orthogonal to the beam axis are considered. Each track is extra-
polated on a given plane and the gravity center of the tracks
(centroid of transversal track positions) on this plane is evaluated.
The distance between each track and this point is computed. The
average of such distances is minimized as a function of the z value.
The minimization process is based on a binary search algorithm
[23] to improve the convergence time respect to a linear search
algorithm [24] and to avoid problems deriving to the step choice.
The Z coordinate that minimize the mean distance is the Z vertex
position. The gravity center of all tracks computed at this z value is
taken as vertex transversal positions.

2.3.2. Probability distribution approach
This vertexing algorithm is based on the topological vertex

reconstruction method proposed in Ref. [25]. In this section a
review of this method is presented. The search is based on a
minimization function Q ðvÞ which quantifies the probability to
find a vertex at position v. A Gaussian probability density tube is
constructed around each track, the width of the tube is given by
the dispersion of the track:

f iðvÞ ¼ exp ½À1
2 ðvÀriÞTV À1

i ðvÀriÞ�

where ri is the point of closest distance approach of track i to point
v, and the V i is the covariance matrix of the track at ri. In our case,
the covariance matrix contains errors on track position. The
diagonal elements represent the position uncertainty on X, Y or
Z direction due to detector spatial resolution, whereas off-diagonal
elements represent the correlation between the errors in two
different directions. Since measurements in each direction are all
independent of each other, the covariance matrix is diagonal.

The vertex function Q ðvÞ is defined as

Q ðvÞ ¼ ∑
n

i ¼ 0
f iðvÞÀ

∑n
i ¼ 0f

2
i ðvÞ

∑n
i ¼ 0f iðvÞ

The value v̂ that maximizes the function Q ðvÞ corresponds to
the most probable vertex position. The existence of a maximum is
ensured by the mathematical form of the Q ðvÞ function: Q ðvÞC0 if
f iðv) is significant (i.e. f iðvÞ≄0) for less than two tracks [25].

A first estimation of v̂ is performed using all tracks. In a second
step, tracks not compatible with the vertex (i.e for which f iðv̂Þ
value is less than a given threshold) are discarded and used for a
new vertex candidate.

3. Evaluation of the algorithm performances

The performances of the clustering, tracking and vertexing
algorithms were evaluated using 50,000 carbon ions simulated
events with the GEANT4 [26] package (version 4.9.5.1). The Vertex
detector characteristics and the experimental conditions of the
FIRST experiment (target thickness, kinetic energy of the beam)
were modeled. The detector response for charged particles was
simulated in order to reproduce the cluster features. This response
depends on the energy deposited in the active part of the sensor. A
set of FIRST experimental data [22] was used to implement a
phenomenological model. Dedicated runs without target were
used. Since the experimental sample does not give access to the
deposited energy, the model was built as a function of the particle
type and of the initial energy of the beam. For this reason, the
experimental runs used to characterize the detector were per-
formed with a given specie of particles (protons and carbon ions)
at a given energy (80 MeV/u and 400 MeV/u) and at a given beam
position.

The distribution of the number of pixel per cluster obtained for a
sample of 400 MeV/u carbon ions is reported in Fig. 1 for the
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experimental (dashed line) and simulated (solid line) samples. The
experimental distribution presents a peak for a number of pixels
equal to 14. This is due to the binary response of the pixel that, for a
given particle energy and position, leads to a favoured configuration
in the distribution. This distribution has a mean value of 14.2 that is
in good agreement with the one obtained with our model (14.6).
The standard deviation is slightly higher for simulated data (about
10%). The impact of these differences on track resolution was
estimated to be less than 5%.

The FIRST BM was not simulated therefore the position of the
beam is assumed to be exactly known. In this section, the
algorithm efficiency as well as a comparison with data taken
during FIRST campaign are presented. The experiment was per-
formed using 400 MeV/u 12C impinging on a 8 mm thick graphite
target.

3.1. Clustering

The performances of the clustering algorithms described pre-
viously (Section 2.1) are presented in this section. The clustering
efficiency was evaluated, for both algorithms, by using a random
cluster generator. This device was able to provide a high number of
regular and irregular cluster geometrical shapes. The ability of the
algorithms to reconstruct the correct shape and size was investi-
gated. The presence of noisy pixels was also taken into account on
the base of experimental data.

Both algorithms were able to recognize and reconstruct all
clusters (efficiency greater than 99.9%). However, the algorithm
based on the iterative procedure is used in the analysis of FIRST
data, being 10% faster than the second one.

3.2. Tracking

To compare the three tracking methods, the tracks reconstruc-
tion efficiency (computed as a ratio of reconstructed and recon-
structible tracks) and the proportion of fake reconstructed tracks
were evaluated. Reconstructible tracks are the ones generated by
particles emitted within the acceptance of the Vertex detector. In
the simulation, a well reconstructed track has at least three
clusters associated to the same particle otherwise it is considered
as fake. Furthermore, noisy pixels are randomly generated, accord-
ing to experimental data. Results on track reconstruction efficiency
and on the fraction of fake tracks are reported in Table 1. The three
algorithm efficiencies are comparable but the proportion of fake
tracks is slightly different. The enhancement of fake tracks arises
from the different approaches used to build the tracks. The local
method (TrackingL) and the Hough transform (TrackingH) are
based on a combinatorial procedure. The better result is obtained

using the local method TrackingBM in which the beam position
information allows minimizing the number of fake tracks. This
latter method will be used in the following sections.

Table 2 reports the tracks reconstruction efficiency for different
particle charges (Z¼1 to 6). The efficiency is greater than 90% for
all species of particles apart from particles with Z¼2. Indeed,
alpha particles are produced in pair or triplet with a small angle
and they exhibit a tendency to move in the same direction. This
means that clusters produced by these particles are very close and
a mismatch in the track identification can occur.

The coordinates of the particle impact point (Xrec and Yrec) onto
the sensor were calculated by using information from a recon-
structed track. These values were compared with the correspond-
ing Monte-Carlo position (Xtrue and Ytrue). In order to evaluate the
intrinsic resolution of the reconstruction algorithm the difference
between these two quantities was computed. The results are
shown in Fig. 2. A Gaussian fit, limited to a range defined by
4 times the RMS of the distribution, was performed. The resolu-
tions, evaluated by such fit, are better than σ ¼ 3 μm in X and Y
directions. An interval is defined with size given by 4 times the
fitted sigma. The number of events outside this range (tails) was
found to be less than 4% compared with an expectation of 0.006%
for the case of a perfect Gaussian.

The distribution of residuals, defined as the distance between
the cluster centroid position and the position of the intercept of the
reconstructed track in the different planes, is shown in Fig. 3 for
simulated events and experimental data. On the left, the contribu-
tion of beam tracks (straight lines) is shown: the resolution, for both
samples, is better than 6 μm and a proportion of tail consistent with
zero for simulation and less than 9% for experimental data is found.
The distributions for fragmented particle tracks (more tilted) show
more important tails (proportion of 9% for simulated compared
with 15% for experimental data) and, for both samples, a resolution
less than 10 μm. A difference between experimental and simulated
data in the tail distribution can be observed. It could be related to
the polar angular rotation of the beam axis with respect to the
symmetry axis of Vertex detector (θ$ 11). This rotation was not
taken into account in the simulation.

In conclusion, the different tracking algorithms have an effi-
ciency higher than 98% with a proportion of fake tracks lower than
3%. The resolution is better than 10 μm for fragmented events and
it is well reproduced with MC simulation. The proportion of events
in the tail stays below 15% in any case, although there is a
difference between experimental and simulated data.

Number of pixels
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
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ou

nt
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0

200
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1000
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Exp

Fig. 1. Cluster size distributions for a sample of carbon ions at 400 MeV/u for
simulated (solid line) and experimental data (dashed line).

Table 1
Efficiency and fake tracks proportion computed for the three tracking reconstruc-
tion algorithms (simulated data).

TrackingBM TrackingL TrackingH

Efficiency (98.770.1)% (98.970.1)% (99.070.1)%
Fake tracks (1.9970.01)% (2.1970.01)% (2.8670.01)%

Table 2
Tracking efficiencies and associated errors for different charge values of detected
particles (simulated data).

Z 1 2 3 4 5 6

Efficiency (%) 93.6 88.9 97.5 97.7 98.8 99.9

Error (%) 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.1
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3.3. Vertexing

The performances of the two vertex reconstruction methods
were compared. The efficiency and the proportion of fake vertices
are reported in Table 3: for both algorithms an efficiency close to
99% is reached with a proportion of fake vertices of $3%. However,
in both cases, the 3/4 of the about 1% inefficiency arises from
tracking, typically in a fragmented event in which two tracks are
produced but only one is reconstructed. The number of fake vertices
is totally affected by tracking limitation: all fake vertices arise from
non-fragmented events in which a fake track is reconstructed.

The difference between Monte-Carlo generated (true) and
reconstructed (rec) vertex positions is shown in Fig. 4 for X (left)
and Y (right) directions and in Fig. 5 for the longitudinal
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Fig. 2. Difference between Monte-Carlo (true) and reconstructed (rec) position in X and Y direction. The result of a Gaussian fit is shown with the associated proportion
events outside 74σ (tails).
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Fig. 3. Residual distance between the cluster position and the reconstructed track position for impinging carbon beam events (left) and fragmented events (right). Results
are shown for Monte-Carlo (top) and for experimental data (bottom).

Table 3
Efficiency and proportion of fake vertices computed with the two vertex recon-
struction algorithms.

Impact parameter approach Probability approach

Efficiency (98.770.2)% (98.670.2)%
Fake vertices (2.3070.01)% (2.3070.01)%
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coordinate (Z). Only distributions obtained using vertices recon-
structed with the Probability Distribution Approach are displayed.
Using the Impact Parameter Approach, similar results were
obtained.

The FIRST experiment global simulation shows that a spatial
resolution of the vertex device of 100 μm in X and Y direction and
of 500 μm in Z direction is required to attain the desired 9%
momentum resolution [17]. The achieved vertex resolutions are of
about 11 μm in (X,Y) plane and less than 60 μm in longitudinal
direction (see Figs. 4 and 5). Although the proportion of events
outside the Gaussian shape (tails) is quite important (about 30%),
only 4% of events is outside the specifications required by FIRST
(100 μm in X and Y direction and of 500 μm in Z direction).

Even if the two methods exhibit the same efficiency, the
Probability Distribution Approach is able to recognise peculiar
topologies and performs better in the presence of a pile-up of
successive events. The fragmentation of a secondary particle

produced in a primary 12C interaction is an example of peculiar
topology (concerning about 0.36% of all events). In this case, two
different vertices should be reconstructed. The Probability Distri-
bution Approach allows us to disentangle the two vertices with an
efficiency greater than 99%. Indeed tracks not compatible with a
primary vertex point are discarded as explained in Section 2.3.2.

Pile-up happens when two or more separate events occur during
the readout time of the CMOS sensors (118 μs per chip). In this
study, a single carbon ion impinging the target is considered as one
event whether or not fragmentation occurs. In order to estimate the
disentangle ability of the Probability Distribution Approach proce-
dure, piled-up events were simulated. The case in which two
fragmented events pile-up was not included in simulation; the
probability that this happen is less than 0.3%. In Table 4, the
proportion of piled-up events not disentangled by the algorithm
is reported. This proportion increases steadily with the number of
piled-up events up to 23% in the case of 4 simultaneous events
recorded in the detector.

FIRST experiment allowed us to estimate the total number of
pile-up occurrences (about 34%) and the number of events piled-
up in each occurrence via the Start Counter detector, a thin
scintillator located on the beam path upstream the Beam Monitor-
ing. The Start Counter detector records the arrival time of the
beam projectile with a time resolution better than 200 ps and
provides the signal to the experiment trigger [17]. The number of
events piled-up in each occurrence follows a Poisson distribution
with a parameter λ¼ 0:74. This distribution represents the mea-
sured proportion of piled-up events in FIRST experiment. In the
simulation, the number of piled-up events was generated
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Fig. 4. Residual distance between simulated (true) and reconstructed (rec) vertices in X (left) and Y(right) projections.
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Fig. 5. Residual distance between simulated (true) and reconstructed (rec) vertices
in the Z coordinate.

Table 4
Proportion of piled-up events not disentangled by the algorithm. The last column
corresponds to the experimental conditions of FIRST.

2 piled-up events 3 piled-up events 4 piled-up events FIRST

(4.770.2)% (12.170.2)% (23.070.3)% (2.470.1)%
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accordingly. The total proportion of events which are not disen-
tangled was estimated to (2.470.1)%.

Finally, in the single impinging 12C case, the ability of the
reconstruction chain to reproduce the vertex multiplicity (i.e.
number of tracks attached to a given vertex) was evaluated. Each
fragmentation event is represented by a vertex that, in the
simulation, has a well known multiplicity. However, when a vertex
is reconstructed, an under- or an over- estimation of its multi-
plicity can occur. Indeed, not all tracks are well reconstructed (as
defined in Section 3.2), fake tracks can be used to build a vertex
and a unique vertex can be splitted into two or more by the
vertexing algorithm. Several vertices having different multiplici-
ties were generated and each of them was reconstructed by using
the Probability Distribution Approach procedure.

The reconstruction impact on multiplicity can be quantified by
the ratio between the number of vertices reconstructed with a
given multiplicity (Nrec) and the total number of generated vertices
having the same multiplicity (NMC). This quantity was computed
for multiplicity from 2 to 6. Higher multiplicity was not taken into
account, due to their low probability to occur (o5%). The results,
reported in Table 5, show that this ratio is consistent with one
within 2σ error bars (statistical error) for each multiplicity value.
Therefore, the reconstruction chain does not noticeably affect the
vertex multiplicity.

4. Conclusions

The performances of reconstruction algorithms of the FIRST
experiment Vertex detector were evaluated on the basis of experi-
mental and simulated data. For each reconstruction step (cluster-
ing, tracking and vertexing), more than one algorithm was
developed. In each case the most performant was identified and
used for the analysis of the FIRST data collection campaign. For the
clustering step, two algorithms were implemented, both having an
high efficiency (more than 99.9%) but one was less time consum-
ing. Tracking procedures based on a combinatorial approach,
TrackingL and TrackingH, reconstruct respectively 10% and 43%
more fake tracks than the TrackingBM algorithm. The latter is also
the fastest among the three methods. Two vertexing methods

were implemented, both having a reconstruction efficiency close
to 99% and a proportion of fake vertices of 3%. However the
probabilistic approach allows us to reconstruct multiple vertices
and to disentangle piled-up events. About 34% of FIRST experi-
mental data is affected by pile-up.

The achieved spatial resolution for tracks (better than 10 μm)
makes of M26 sensors a promising device for hadrontherapy
purpose. In addition, the spatial resolution for vertices (less than
60 μm in longitudinal direction) allows us to reach the required 9%
momentum resolution. Thanks to this work, DDCS will be eval-
uated from the data collected with the FIRST experiment.
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Table 5
Ratio between the number of reconstructed (rec)
and simulated (MC) vertices for different vertex
multiplicities.

Multiplicity Nrec=NMC

2 0.9270.07
3 1.0570.09
4 0.9770.08
5 1.0070.09
6 1.270.1
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